The application of a novel high-resolution mass spectrometry-based analytical strategy to rapid metabolite profiling of a dual drug combination in humans.
Metabolite profiling of combination drugs in complex matrix is a big challenge. Development of an effective data mining technique for simultaneously extracting metabolites of one parent drug from both background matrix and combined drug-related signals could be a solution. This study presented a novel high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS)-based data-mining strategy to fast and comprehensive metabolite identification of combination drugs in human. The model drug combination was verapamil-irbesartan (VER-IRB), which is widely used in clinic to treat hypertension. First, mass defect filter (MDF), as a targeted data mining tool, worked effectively except for those metabolites with similar MDF values. Second, the accurate mass-based background subtraction (BS), as an untargeted data-mining tool, was able to recover all relevant metabolites of VER-IRB from the full-scan MS dataset except for trace metabolites buried in the background noise and/or combined drug-related signals. Third, the novel ring double bond (RDB; valence values of elements in structure) filter, could show rich structural information in more sensitive full-scan MS chromatograms; however, it had a low capability to remove background noise and was difficult to differentiate the metabolites with RDB coverage. Fourth, an integrated strategy, i.e., untargeted BS followed by RDB, was effective for metabolite identification of VER and IRB, which have different RDB values. Majority of matrix signals were firstly removed using BS. Metabolite ions for each parent drug were then isolated from remaining background matrix and combined drug-related signals by imposing of preset RDB values/ranges around the parent drug and selected core substructures. In parallel, MDF was used to recover potential metabolites with similar RDB. As a result, a total of 74 metabolites were found for VER-IRB in human plasma and urine, among which ten metabolites have not been previously reported in human. The results demonstrated that the combination of accurate mass-based multiple data-mining techniques, i.e., untargeted background subtraction followed by ring double bond filtering in parallel with targeted mass defect filtering, can be a valuable tool for rapid metabolite profiling of combination drug.